Motivated by recent experimental progresses, we investigate few-body properties of interacting spinless bosons nearby a d-wave resonance. Using the Skorniakov-Ter-Martirosion (STM) equations, we calculate the scattering length between an atom and a d-wave dimer, and we find that the atom-dimer scattering length is positive and is much smaller the result from the mean-field approximation. We also reveal unique properties of the three-body recombination rate for a degenerate Bose condensate nearby the d-wave resonance. We find that the total recombination rate is nearly a constant at the quasi-bound side, in contrast to the behavior of a thermal gas nearby high-partial wave resonance. We also find that the recombination rate monotonically increases across the unitary point toward the bound side, which is due to the largely enhanced coupling between the atom and the d-wave dimer with deeper binding energy. This monotonic behavior is also qualitatively different from that of a degenerate gas nearby an s-wave resonance counterpart. arXiv:1809.03023v1 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 9 Sep 2018
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently broad d-wave shape resonances have been observed in Bose gases of 85 Rb-87 Rb mixture [1] and of 41 K atoms [2] . Since the resonances are broad, it is much easy for experiments to locate the magnetic field stably at the resonance regime. In addition, the lifetime of the Bose gas nearby the d-wave resonance is found to be much longer than the many-body time scale [2] . These properties enable studying novel many-body physics of a d-wave resonant interacting Bose gas. In fact, certain many-body effects have been observed in a recent experiment when a degenerate Bose gas is ramped through the d-wave resonance [2] .
So far the few-body properties of this system have been barely studied [3] [4] [5] . However, these few-body properties are quite important for understanding this system. For instance, the scattering length between an atom and a d-wave dimer is crucial for the stability of an atomdimer mixture produced through ramping through the resonance, as well as for determining the system size and its collective mode. The three-body recombination rate is also crucial for understanding the lifetime of this system.
In this work, we study the three-boson problem nearby a d-wave resonance and with a background s-wave interaction, using the Skorniakov-Ter-Martirosion (STM) equations [6] . We extract the scattering length between an atom and a d-wave dimer and the three-body recombination rate from the calculation. Our main findings are:
i) We find that the scattering length between an atom and a d-wave dimer is positive and is generally smaller than 8a s /3 with a s being the the atom-atom s-wave scattering length. Here a MF ad = 8a s /3 is the atom-dimer scattering length estimated by the mean-filed approximation.
ii) The three-body recombination rate is nearly a constant at the quasi-bound state and monotonically increases across the unitary regime toward the bound side. We point out that this behavior is qualitatively different from both a thermal gas nearby high-partial wave resonance and a degenerate gas nearby an s-wave resonance.
II. THE MODEL
For a d-wave resonantly interacting spinless Bose system with background s-wave interaction, the Lagrangian of the effective field theory can be casted as
where ψ( † ) is the atomic field, and d( † ) is the d-wave dimer field. Here φ is the s-wave dimer field introduced through the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation to incorporate the s-wave interaction between atoms, and the last line describes the conversion between atoms and swave dimers, where the form factors e −k 2 /Λ 2 s(d) are introduced to regularize the ultraviolet behavior. The atoms and d-wave dimers are coupled through the second line of the above equation. A separable potential is used for both the d-wave and s-wave interactions. In principle, the d-wave dimers have five components corresponding to m = 0, ±1, ±2, but they are split due to the dipoledipole interaction. Here, without loss of generality, we will only consider the m = 0 channel with coupling characterized by the spherical harmonic function Y 20 (k).
The parameters in the model Eq. 1 needs to be related to physical parameters. First of all, the bare parameters relevant to the s-wave interaction areḡ s andΛ s . These bare parameters are determined to reproduce the correct = + q, E q, E q, E physical parameters of scattering length a s and bound state energy E s b = −5.7/(2M a 2 s ) which is calculated for 41 K by the quantum-defect theory. Here the reason we use the binding energy from the quantum defect theory is because the s-wave scattering length is generically small nearby the d-wave resonance, as in the case of these two experiments [1, 2] , and therefore the result from a zerorange potential E b = −1/(M a 2 s ) is not quite accurate. The s-wave scattering matrix can be derived as
(2) where D s (q, E) is the s-wave dimer full propagator which can be diagrammatically described by Fig. 1 ,
where Erf(x) is the Error function defined through Erf(x) = 2 √ π x 0 dte −t 2 . Here the bare parameterḡ s has been regularized through
The above renormalization relation is established through the connection between the s-wave scattering matrix Eq. (2) and the s-wave phase shift
Taking the low energy expansion of the s-wave phase shift up to zeroth order of k with cot δ s = −1/a s , renormalization relation betweenḡ s and a s is then established as in Eq. (4). On the other hand, the bound state energy can be calculated by requiring D −1 s (q = 0, E = E s b ) = 0. The binding energy obtained in this way is required to be equal to E s b = −5.7/(2M a 2 s ) obtained from the quantum defect theory, which leads to the following renormalization between a s andΛ s as
Secondly, the bare parameters relevant to the d-wave interaction areḡ d ,Λ d andν. Similar to diagrams in Fig.  1 , the d-wave full propagator is calculated as
where the complementary error function Erfc(x) is defined as Erfc(x) = 1 − Erf(x). Then the associated Tmatrix is given as
from which one can obtain the two-body scattering amplitude in the d-wave channel as
The d-wave scattering amplitude f d (k) is related to the d-wave phase shift through
In the low energy limit, the d-wave phase can be expanded in order of k as k 5 cot δ d = −1/D − k 2 /v − k 4 /R. With these one can establish the following three renormalization relations between the bare d-wave interacting parameters {ν,ḡ d ,Λ d } and the physical parameters {D, v, R},
In the following calculation, for each set of {D, v, R}, we numerically solve the {ν,ḡ d ,Λ d }.
III. ATOM-DIMER SCATTERING LENGTH
The scattering length between an atom and a d-wave dimer can be obtained by calculating the scattering amplitude between them defined as A dd (k, ω, k , ω , E). In the subscript, the first letter d stands for the incoming dimer to be d-wave type. The second letter d denotes that the outgoing dimer is also a dwave dimer. from an atom and a d-wave dimer to an atom and a d-wave dimer. For later convenience, definition of A sd (k, ω, k , ω , E) describes collision from an atom and an s-wave dimer to an atom and d-wave dimer. The incoming dimer is s-wave type and the outgoing dimer is d-wave type. Similar definition applies for
The diagrams to calculate A dd are shown in Fig. 2 [6] . In the center-of-mass frame, we take the external momentum of the atom and d-wave dimer to be −k and k for the incoming lines and −k and k for the outgoing lines. Here we only consider an on-shell case with ω ( ) = k ( )2 /2M . In Fig. 2 , the double dashed lines are the bare d-wave dimer Green's function. The double solid lines are the bare s-wave dimer Green's function. The shaded double lines are the corresponding s-or d-wave dimer full propagator given by Eq. (3) or (7) . The black dots (stars) are the s (d)-wave interacting vertex.
On the right hand side of Fig. 2 (a) , the lowest order of A dd is the one-atom exchange term where the d-wave dimer is broken up to form another d-wave dimer. The second diagram includes all higher order of intermediate scattering process with both incoming and outgoing being the atom and d-wave-dimer, which gives the corresponding iterative Dyson equations. In the second diagram of Fig. 2 (a) , within the one-atom exchange term, due to the existence of s-wave interaction, an s-wave dimer can be formed after the breaking of the incoming d-wave dimer. Then we need to include A sd whose corresponding diagrams are shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Similarly, the left two diagrams includes all higher order of scattering processes with both d-wave and s-wave interactions. Due to the coexist of both s-and d-wave interactions, the A dd and A sd are coupled to each other as diagrammed in Fig. 2 , which form a coupled iterative Dyson equations.
Explicitly, Fig. 2 can be expressed by two coupled STM equations for A dd and A sd which can be written as
On the right hand side of the above equations, the lowest scattering process U σσ are given by
where U σ=s,d are the s-or d-wave vertex with
and
is the atomic bare Green's function. On the left hand side of the two coupled STM equations, the four kernels M σσ =s,d are given respectively by
in which D σ=s,d (k, Ω) is the s-or d-wave full Green's function of Eq. (3) or (7) . The information of low-energy collision between an atom and a d-wave dimer can be characterized by the atom-dimer scattering length which requires both the incoming and the outgoing momentum to be zero. Thus setting k = 0 and projecting A d(s)d (k, k = 0) into components with total orbital angular momentum l,
where P l (x) is the Legedre function with normalization condition 1 −1 dxP l (x)P l (x) = 2δ ll /(2l + 1). Then a partial wave expansion can be applied for the coupled STM equations Eq. (12) . In terms of A l d(s)d (k), Eq. (12) can be reduced into two coupled one-dimensional integral equations with integration over k and summation over l, which we solve numerically. In the numerical calculation, we discretize the integration of k and reduce the two one dimensional integral equations into a matrix equation. A sufficient large cutoff for the momentum k c and angular momentum summation l c are chosen until the results of A l d(s)d (k) converge upon solving the reduced matrix equation.
The atom and d-wave dimer scattering length is obtained through the s-wave component of the scattering T -matrix between an atom and a d-wave dimer with the energy E fixed at the dimer binding energy E d , i.e. [6] 
The atom and d-wave dimer T -matrix is related to the calculated scattering amplitude through
where Z d is the d-wave dimer residue factor and defined hrough the d-wave full Green's function when E approaches the d-wave bound state energy as
where E d and Z d will be calculated numerically for each set of {D, v, R} according to Eq. (7) and the dimer energy is approximated to E d ≈ v/M D at the low energy limit. The scattering length between an atom and a d-wave dimer a ad is plotted in Fig 3 as a function of the s-wave interaction strength between atoms for a fixed dimer energy. It can be found the a ad is positive and increases with the increasing of atomic scattering length a s , but its magnitude is much smaller than the result of meanfield approximation. Within the mean-filed theory, the s-wave interaction energy can be written in terms of total density of atoms, which reads
where the cross term contributes to the atom-dimer interacting energy as
Here n a is the atomic density and n d is the dimer density. Rewriting this energy in term of atom-dimer scattering length also by the mean-field approximation, it gives
where 2M/3 is the reduced mass of an atom and a dimer. By matching Eq. 23 and 24, it yields a 0 ad = 8a s /3. As compared with the result shown in Fig. 3 , the actually three-body result is much smaller than the mean-field estimation. The deviation from the mean-field result also appears in other systems such as two-component Fermi gas [8, 9] and Bose-Fermi mixture [10] . For example, in the two-component Fermi gas, the atom-dimer scattering length a ad ∼ 1.23a s [7] which is much smaller than the mean filed result 8a s /3.
IV. THREE BODY RECOMBINATION RATE
This formalism also allows us to study the three-body loss rate at low-energy, by considering collision of three atoms with nearly zero momentum. This calculation is very relevant to the lifetime of a low-temperature Bose condensate nearby such a d-wave resonance. As a result, different from considering the scattering between an atom and a d-wave dimer as discussed above, here we focus on the scattering process between three atoms with zero incoming momentum. In a condensate, almost all atoms condense at zero momentum and two zero-momentum atoms can only form s-wave dimer. Thus scattering of three zero-momentum atoms can be diagrammed as in Fig. 4 where only s-wave dimer is allowed to connect the zero-momentum atoms. Here, A ss characterizes scattering between an atom and s-wave dimer with both the incoming and outgoing dimers being the s-wave type. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) , the lowest order process of A ss is also the one-atom exchange diagram. Although we consider a zero-momentum atom and s-wave dimer scattering process, in the intermediate scattering process finite momentum summation exists as indicated in the second and third terms. Thus similar to A dd , here A ss is also coupled to A ds with both d-and s-wave dimer formed during the intermediate scattering process. Without loss of generality, we consider a finite momentum scattering process and take the zero limit in the end. Then the corresponding STM equations of Fig. 5 are written as
where U σσ and the kernels M σσ are defined in Eq. (13) and (17). Noticed that when taking the zero limit k = k = E = 0, A ss is infrared divergent due to the divergence of both U ss and M ss [11] [12] [13] . We seperate A ss into the the regular partĀ ss and the irregular part as
where the divergent irregular part comes from the lowest three order diagrams involving only s-wave dimer during the intermediate process in Fig. 5 (a) . Substituting Eq.
(26) into the coupled STM equations Eq. (25), the irregular part will cancel the divergence of U ss and M ss . In terms of regular part of the scattering amplitudeĀ ss , the STM equations Eq. (25) is convergent and a similar numerical calculation can be adopted.
We solve the coupled STM equations Eq. (25) with partial wave expansion in discrete momentum space. Finally, according to the optical theorem, the total three body recombination rate is related to the three-atoms scattering amplitude or theĀ ss through [6] Noticed that, within the partial wave expansion, l = 0 is the only term that contributes to three-body recombination rate α when k = k = 0. In Fig. 6 , we plot the threebody recombination rate α as a function of d-wave dimer energy E d . It can be found that α is small and almost uniform on the quasi-bound side. In this regime, atoms can escape from the trap mainly through colliding into a deep s-wave deep bound state and the tunneling between quasi-bound states and scattering states is negligible [14] . This is different from the finite temperature thermal gas case. For thermal atoms, they occupy an energy window with positive energy and peaked at k B T . When the quasi-bound state energy is around k B T , strong tunneling between quasi-bound states and scattering states will result in a large loss in the quasi-bound side [14] . When the quasi-bound state energy is much larger than k B T , the loss is suppressed. Thus, for thermal gas, the loss rate shows strong energy dependence at the quasi-bound side [14] . When approaching the bound side, additional loss channel is open, in which atoms can collide into shallow d-wave bound state. It can be found that the total recombination rate monotonically increases across the unitary point from the the quasi-bound to bound side as shown in Fig. 6 . To analytically understand the relation between the three-body recombination rate and the dimer bound state energy on the bound side, we consider the lowest order diagram for A ss (0, 0, 0) as shown in Fig. 7 . For the d-wave interacting case, the full dimer propagator (grey shadowed double lines) in Fig. 7 stands for D d (k 1 , −ω 1 ). We denote this lowest order d-wave type scattering amplitude as A d ss , which is explicitly given by
2M .
(28) As given by Eq. (27) , the three-body recombination rate is proportional to the imaginary part of A d ss which is contributed by the pole of the d-wave full dimer propagator. Denoting the d-wave dimer bound state energy as E d = k 2 d /2M , the imaginary part of the d-wave full dimer propagator Eq. (7) can be written as
where Z d is defined by Eq. (21). We numerically find that Z d is nearly invariant through the resonance. Then the imaginary part of A d ss is evaluated as
where we only count the order dependence on k d . Then the recombination rate α d 0 due to the lowest d-wave scattering is proportional to E d with
When the intermediate dimer is s-wave type, the lowest scattering amplitude of s-wave type A s ss can be explicitly written as
with the s-wave dimer bound state energy E s = k 2 s /2M . Then the three-body recombination rate due to lowest s-wave scattering is related to the corresponding s-wave bound state energy through
where the enhanced coupling k 2 in Eq. (15) due to dwave interaction is missing. Here α s 0 ∼ 1/E s is consistent to α s ∼ a 4 s upon including the prefactor a 2 s given in Eq. (27) [15] . According to the above analysis, it turns out the d-wave interaction, due to the k 2 dependence of the interaction strength, the recombination rate α d 0 now is proportional to E d which is consistent to the numerical calculation as shown in Fig. 6 on the bound side. This is very different from that for the s-wave interaction where the recombination rate is proportional to 1/E s . Thus for the s-wave case, the loss peak is around the unitary point. For the d-wave interaction, the loss rate monotonically increase through the unitary point. Eventually this monotonic behavior will be suppressed by the finite momentum cut-off and becomes less universal.
V. CONCLUSION
We study the three-body scattering processes in terms of the Skorniakov-Ter-Martirosion (STM) equations for the d-wave interacting Bose system with an s-wave background scattering. A theoretical formalism of the STM equations for mixed partial wave interactions is established. Within the STM equations, the resulting scattering length between an atom and a d-wave dimer provides the basic parameter for future investigation of this system. We calculate the total three-body recombination rate for the low-temperature Bose condensate. We find that the three-body recombination rate is almost a constant at the quasi-bound side, and this is strongly in contrast to a thermal gas nearby a high-partial wave resonance, where the recombination rate has strong energy dependence. We also find that the three-body recombination rate monotonically increases through the unitary point, and this is also strongly in contrast to a lowtemperature gas nearby an s-wave resonance, where the recombination rate is peaked at unitary. This reveals
